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George 0. Lawson, Western
Regional
Member
on the
NFI'W Executive Board, is the
first Board Member to he
elected
directly
from the
"white collar" workers.
Mr. Lawson comes from the
Associated
Communications
Employees
(Accounting)
of
which union he has been President for the past three years.
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Congress Takes A Vacation
A

S THIS is being written the
World War has just ended.

Second

Cutbacks running into many billions of
dollars have already been made, and more are
on the way. Millions of workers are being
thrown out of employment and before industry is able to convert to a peacetime economy
many more will be walking the streets, looking _for jobs.
And Congress

has gone on a vacation.

There is something symbolic in this congressional failure to face up to responsibility.
For the past twelve years, now, whenever a
crisis faced the nation, Congress has either
not been in session, or has taken only halfway measures, or has refused to take any
action at all.
In most cases where action was needed it
was the executive branch of the government,
rather than the legislative, which took the
necessary steps. In far too many cases, measures to solve a particular problem have had to
be forced through a hostile Congress, a Congress unsympathetic
to the measure's aims.
And the present

crisis is no exception.

Congress should have been able to forecast
the probable defeat of Japan before its sessions were recessed for the summer. The impact of the cessation of hostilities on the
nation's economy could have been predicted
by any grammar school student of civics. Liberal, wide-awake members of both houses
pleaded with their fellow congressmen
to
take action on measures to meet this emergency.
Congress was urged to act on expanded unemployment compensation measures, full employment
legislation,
increased
m1mmum
wage laws, and expansion of social security

measures. This legislative program was urged
on Congress as being an attempt to grapple
with the post-war reconversion problem and
as a beginning in the nation's approach to the
problem of preventing
future depressions,
maintaining
adequate living standards, and
assuring a job for every man and woman
wanting one.
In spite of the approaching crisis and in
the face of repeated warnings of the need to
do something to prepare for it, Congress
spent the closing days before recessing, not
on emergency and long term "social" legislation, but on such measures as the anti-labor
Federal Industrial Relations Act, sponsored
by Senators Ball, Burton and Hatch.
Congress seemed to be aware that failure to
provide the necessary legislation would cause
"labor unrest" during the period immediately
following
the war's end. Congress
even
seemed to understand
that hungry, unemployed men and women are liable to use the
economic strength of their unions to solve
their problems. And Congress even seemed to
realize that this would mean a wave of strikes
such as the country had never seen before.
But what Congress apparently
failed to
realize is that this situation, if it develops,
can be traced right back to Congress's tragic
avoidance of responsibility.
Most Congressmen seem more interested in
solving such problems by anti-labor repressive measures than in attacking the problem
at its roots by enactment of legislation designed to provide a sensible solution.
Congress must learn to heed its liberal, socially conscious minority. Had this been done
before Congressional
sessions recessed for
the summer, much of the dislocation which
has since developed might have been avoided.
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Do You Plan?
Do you plan to buy a new car, a
washing ·machine, refrigerator, sewing machine? Do you plan to buy
or build a new home with your savings as soon as mate,rials are available?
Better wait a while! According
to many reports in our hands, quality and prices will not be favorable
for much spending until the first
rush of production and buying are
over-until
the first machines and
materials from production lines have
been sold to those who simply can
not wait to spend their money. Already there is evidence that some
manufacturers
are rushing reconversion in order that they may be
the first to put peacetime products on
the market. These "firsts" will, without a doubt, be low in quality and
high in price.
HOUSING
It is predicted that Americans will
build from 10 to 15 million new
homes in the next few years and
that this activity will employ some
8 million workers in the construction field. Several important cautions are applicable here.
There is at present, very little
seasoned lumber in the country and,
as it takes some time to properly
season lumber, it follows that the
quality of building woods will be
poor for quite some time. Homes
built of unseasoned lumber will be
subject to more or less shrinkage
after it is in place with resulting
uneven floors, doors out of line,
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warped frames, cracked plaster, windows that rattle in the wind, etc., etc.
For a while building materials will
be scarce and high priced although
the quality of hardware and plumbing supplies may be fair to good. The
quality of labor will be good if it is
not subjected to too much pressure
to produce in order to assure contractors a large profit.
VETERANS ADI\fiNISTRATION
The Veterans Administration,
a
government agency which supplies
loans to service men and women for
home building purposes, has found
that in an overwhelming number of
cases, service men are being systematically "hooked" by contractors
and real estate men who seek to
make inordinate profits from these
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transactions. For this reason alone,
out of 1,000 applications for home
building loans, the Administration
granted only three. In other words,
the contractual terms of 99.7% of
these applications would rob the
service man of a large part of the
money he borrowed. This money
would go into the pockets of contractors and real estate men-not
into the home. If Uncle Sam will
not loan money to service men for
home building purposes because of
the frauds builders and peddlers of
land seek to perpetrate on them, it
stands to reason that the same shady
type of contract will be forced on
any civilian who is foolish enough
to bite.
REAL ESTATE VALUES
It has long been contended that
"real" value of land is the basis for
determining the value of all other
commodities. Land and real estate
prices are all out of reason, the inflation ranging from 25% to 100% of
"real" value. The plans of money
lenders, real estate men and bankers seem to be to hold real estate
prices high until all possible money
has been invested in inflated property; then to deflate land values,
wages, etc., to the point where home
owners are forced to borrow. money
to pay the interest on their investments. By this means, many will be
forced to pay interest on money
which has no foundation in actual
value of the property involved. There
are very few who can stand for long
this kind of raid on the pay check.
Thousands will lose their homes
(Continued

on Page 4, Col. 1)
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"If you believe in economic

freedom and competition, then you will he
opposed to collective bargaining . ... Fair wages are wages that are just high
enough to attract the required number of employees of the desired quality."
-Chrysler

spokesman,

Scoville, from In Fact

Sixty Million Jobs
Much is being written about the
post-war employment of 60,000,000
people in American industry. Business and other interests that believe
in a "profit-scarcity economy" are
solidly against it, say it is fantastic
and impossible. Liberal Congressional administration
and labor
leaders are for it, saying that business seeks a large number of unemployed in order to create job competition, destroy unions, control prices
and wages and make a large profit on
a small volume of business.
Business interests contend that full
employment would tend to socialize
industry, that it would destroy business, the "American way" of life
and the American home.
Sixty millions is a lot of people,
almost half the population of America. Sixty million jobs would mean
that each job holder supports one
person who does not work in industry. Thousands of workers have several dependents in their homes who
are too young, too old or otherwise
out of the picture as wage earners.
On the other hand, there are many
homes where every member of the
family is a wage earner.
We have no information as to how
many people are dependent for their
support on some person other than
themselves. Neither do we know the
number who would want to work
even though they have other means
of support. So far as we know, neither business nor government has
accurate figures on the number of
jobs necessary to give everyone
enough to maintain a decent standard of living. We therefore consider the 60,000,000 figure to be more
2

or less of an estimate and subject to
considerable revision.
In considering the employment
problem it must be remembered that
two widely different viewpoints are
being presented. In advancing the 60
million figure, proponents include all
who WANT to work regardless of
thefr need for a wage income. Business, on the other hand, wants a
"normal float" of about 13,000,000 or
10% of the population and it wants
these 13,000,000 unemployed to be
people who really need to work in
order to support themselves and
their families.
Business contends that full employment would destroy the American home. It assumes that many
wives and mothers would work, to
the neglect of home and children,
that this would increase divorce and
juvenile delinquency and wreck the
American home. It is undoubtedly
true that many wives and mothers
would work in industry, but whether
it would exist to such an extent as
to destroy home and make criminals
of a large number of young folks is
debatable.
Business contends that 60,000,000
jobs would destroy the "American
Way of Life!" If by this they mean
the right of business to wilfully exploit the people of the nation, then
it should be destroyed.
Proponents of the Full Employment measure believe that a high
production level with good wages
for all who want to work is the only
way to keep the nation prosperous.
This is true up to the point where a
large majority of the people have all
the articles produced by industry

and there is nothing new to buy.
Then there comes a saturation period
with layoffs and depression.
We believe the real intent of the
bill is that no American need go
hungry because of lack of a job and
we feel that everyone who NEEDS
to work should have a job with pay
adequate to support himself and his
dependents.
Preference should be
given this class of workers, as many
more being employed in industry as
possible.
It is said that new methods and
improved machines will enable industry to produce at the 1940 rate
with 8,000,000 fewer employees than
were necessary at that time. If this
mechanization goes on at that rate,
an intolerable situation will exist
which can only be met by the creation of new industries to absorb the
workers released by the installation
of these machines. If new industries
are not forthcoming, it will be necessary for government to step in with
a ~ublic works program with wages
comparable to those paid by industry to its employees.
We do not know whether 60,000,000
is a correct employment figure. What
we do know is that this country can
produce an abundance for twice or
three times its present population.
There is no legitimate excuse for
anyone who is willing to work to
lack a comfortable living. If industry has not the will or the brains to
bring about a condition of adequate
employment then government will
have to fill in the gaps, largely at
the expense of business through
heavy taxes whether business likes
socialization
of industry,
public
works or othe1· means of providing
a decent living for the people who
have to look to industry for their
bread and butter.
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One of the worst current

fallacies is that everyone has the RIGHT to a job.
-Chrysler
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Colorado traffic employees decided
early in August, that they preferred
the Federation, rather than the old
Traffic Association, as their bargaining agent. The vote was 611 for the
Federation and 380 for the Association. Thus the fourth Traffic Association in the Mountain States company has landed on the rocks with a
fifth Association catastrophe only a
formal matter of holding a NLRB
election in Utah.
The organizational work in New
Mexico and Wyoming is progressing
and pressure should now be exerted
in these states so that their organizations can be completed and a Traffic
Division formed in the Federation.

TRAFFIC
We wish to express appreciation for the very fine assistance
given by Mrs. Nancy Franks and
l\lrs. Anne Benscoter, national
organizers, in the recent successful organizational
campaign
among traffic employees in Colorado. We have been very glad to
meet and associate with these
splendid Federation women.
It is necessary that this be done at

once while the labor boards are in
the mood to grant shortened progression schedules and better wages
for traffic people.
A reduction of six years in the
traffic wage progression schedule
would amount to a very substantial
wage increase to all girls whose
length of service is less than thirteen
years. Now is the time to obtain
these benefits and all traffic people
are urged to get on the ball, get
their Division formed and functionmg so that better wages and working conditions can be obtained.
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spokesman,

Scoville, from In Fact

Out of the Air
Now that the war is over and radio
commentators are forced to turn
their attention to other topics in order to fill up their time, it might be
well to list a few of them and the
type of material they broadcast so
that we can better judge the events
they portray.
Drew Pearson is perhaps one of
the most liberal commentators and
newspaper columnists. Several of
his columns were suppressed because
they struck out at the Morgan financial interests and against Standard
Oil's manipulations in the middle
east. The only other "liberal" of
note is Walter Winchell whose comments are largely curbed by the
censorship imposed by advertising
considerations.
On the reactionary side of the picture are John B. Kennedy, long a
spokesman for big business, Fulton
Lewis, Jr. and Upton Close, both
being kicked off of the air by popular request, H. V. Kaltenborn, Lowell
Thomas, Westbrook
Pegler
and
others whose broadcasts may well
be taken with many, many grains of
salt.
These commentators, with their
vast national audiences, will exert
a tremendous influence on the trend
of public thinking during the months
ahead. The air from now on will be
filled with all the varieties of soap
and soft soap designed to "sell" the
public on the thousand and one ideas
business interests
want to "put
across" in order to make their programs run to their liking.
It will be well for Federation
members to remember that radio
commentators are hired and paid by
business concerns, that it is to the
interests of business to see that nothing unfavorable to them is put out
over the air, that the creation of
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 2)

War Savings
All through the war we have been
told about the high wages paid to
war workers, the immense savings
from wages and the vast pool of cash
which will be available for post-war
spending. The following figures are
taken from the Telephone Flash and
speak for themselves. Figures in
parenthesis from other sources.
The 105,000,000 Americans whose
family incomes are $3,000 a year or
less, hold only 16% of the savings;
while 35,000,000 Americans whose
family incomes are in excess of $5,000
a year hold 84% of the savings. One
hundred and five million members
of workers families have saved
$8,000,000,000 ( or $75.00 each), while
35,000,000 members of wealthy families have saved $43,000,000,000 ( or
Sl,220.00 each).
(In other words,
every time you saved one dollar,
your rich neighbor was able to salt
away $16.40.)

The Rich Profit
These figures show that only the
rich have profited from the war.
Labor, which has been held to a 15%
increase in basic income has been
forced to watch helplessly while living costs soared more than 30% and
the incomes of the wealthy rocketed
without restraint to staggering proportions.
Cash available for post-war spending is a myth and a single month's
idleness would completely wipe out
the eight billions saved during the
war by American workers.

What Can We
Do About It?
This unbalanced economy is a major cause for depression. European
countries are showing a marked
tendency to balance their economy
by installing liberal governments.
(Continued on Page 4, Col. s;'
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Do You Plan?
(Continued from Page One)
and all their possessions, they would
not be able to buy; the land and the
nation's "circulating" money would
all be in one pot exactly as it was
in 1930, and we would be on the
way to another depression. These are
not idle words. They are based on
government
reports.
Twenty-five
percent of the people possess 84%
of the wealth of the nation and their
"take" continues to increase. This
is exactly the situation that existed
before the last depression.
We have read many items lately
cautioning service men to avoid paying high prices for housing facilities.
The same warning applies equally
well to telephone people who have
struggled through a time of war to
save enough to enable them to own
their homes and be free of a rent
collecting landlord.
All the evidence fairly screams,
"TAKE YOUR TIME," "BE CAREFUL." The road is lined on both
sides with scheming money lenders,
contractors and real estate men who
are willing and eager to take your
money if you are foolish enough to
let them have it.

Ceneral Office Note1
Mr. Wyckoff is taking his vacation. On his return it is expected
that organizational work in the Commercial and Accounting departments
will get under way and that progress
will be made in the formation of the
State Traffic organization in Colorado. Some work has already been
done in the accounting department
in Colorado. Arizona and El Paso
both have accounting groups. The
work must continue until all employees in the company are represented by the Federation.
In the work of managing Federation affairs, Mr. Wyckoff is ably assisted by Mr. Schutt, Secretarytreasurer, and by Miss Loretta Horrigan who keeps the records, writes
letters and presides over the Federation office in Denver. These people are working hard to carry on the
work of the Federation and they
need the active cooperation of all
members.
4

Utah News
The annual canyon party was one
of the best. The only ones who didn't
enjoy a real afternoon of relaxation
were those few who did not attend
the outing.
There is a definite reason for the
success of these affairs. The committeemen of both locals, headed by
Ken Stump, 501, and Glen Hanson,
505, spent a great deal of time organizing their forces and planning
each little detail which would insure the kind of affair that would be
enjoyed by everyone.
Thanks largely to the efforts of
Allan Lambert we are able to obtain
enough points to enjoy the traditional hot beef sandwiches.
All available boys in uniform were
invited to attend. Reed Austin, C.
N. Symes and C. C. (Buzz) Harmon
were present. Jack Bradford and
Scofield, who were presented with
tickets, were also presented with
travel orders from Uncle Sam which
were effective just a few days before the party ....
better luck, next
year, fellows.
It certainly gives us a grand feeling to know that the boys from Logan, Ogden, Provo and surrounding
localities can devise ways and means
to join us even in these times.
We appreciate the attendance of
our friends from Management as
well as those from other departments.
-Adolph Jensen

Out of the Air
(Continued from Page Three)
public opinion, favorable to them, is
of paramount importance, that labor
baiting, Jew baiting, race and religi;us prejudice, the setting of soldier
against civilian, playing up of strikes
and a multitude of other comments
have, and will continue to be put on
the air for the purpose of confusing
the public, for creating public opinion favorable to business in its efforts to obtain the largest possible
profit regardless of its source.

Sign the Non-Members
As girls in one state after another
abandon the Associations in favor
of the Federation it becomes necessary to pay some attention to those
girls who have not yet signed up for
the Federation. There will be a few
in each state who may never sign
up but there are many who will
become members if we will go after
them. In this territory, many girls,
eligible for Federation membership,
live and work in the smaller exchanges where no organizational
work has been done. There are only
a few in each place but taken together they form a considerable
group. They should be brought into
the Federation and have adequate
representation.

s

War Saving1
(Continued J,-om Poge Three)
The new Polish government and the
recent elections in England are
examples of this trend. In America
we can even the score if we will
learn to know the people who aspire
to leadership; if we will refuse to W
listen to the sweet music and sour Be
soft soap constantly put out by reactionary groups who seek to lull us
to sleep and if we will support and
vote for only those whose records
show them to be wholeheartedly for
government "for the people and by final
the people." Every effort in this di- pro
rection will be bitterly opposed by ing
those who now hold the wealth of unio
the nation, but a balanced economy ;idei
can be obtained if the common peo- \fee·
pie will take it upon themselves to n s
see that the right men and wo~en T
represent them in the law makmg
bodies of the states and nation.
ee

JAPAN
Just in case you did not hear
the news, it is said that Japan
has atomic ache.

ADD YEARSTO YOUR LIFE & LIFE TO YOUR YEARS
THRU TRICO-HEAL
TH PLANS
HOSPITAL - MEDICAL
Run for Telephone Employees by Telephone Employees
505 Gas 6 Electric Bldg. - Denver, Colo. - CH 1213
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West Coast Organizing Continues
Constitution and By-Laws Developed
for Combined Union; Ceneral Meeting
Held; CIO Begins Campaign to Oppose
Consolidation of West Coast Unions
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Work Started a Year Ago
Begins to Show Results
FrNAL determination of details of
the proposed Constitution and ByLaws of the new West Coast Union,
final consideration of the general
proposal, and settlement of remaining details of combining the 17
unions into one, were matters considered by delegates to the General
Meeting of the unions involved, held
in San Francisco last month.

The Joint Constitutional Committee completed its work on the proposed Constitution
and By-Laws
several weeks ago, after which the
San Francisco meeting was arranged.
The CIO, which represents about
200 West Coast telephone workers.
is showing signs of concern over the
way in which the movement for consolidation is progressing. They have
stated their opposition to the idea
of One West Coast Union and have
started a campaign to oppose it. In
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addition, they have filed "company
domination" charges in an attempt
to further hamper the work.
The CIO has held membership
meetings in San Francisco and Los
Angeles in an attempt to stir up in-

J. J. SCI/ACIIT
S11ecial NFTW Orgarlizer
"New union taking shape ...

"

terest in their form of union. Reports
are that the meetings were poorly
attended.
With the CIO backing and financing the drive of its affiliate, the
American Communications Association, it is expected that this interference will continue, and will not
finally subside until all Pacific Coast
telephone workers are combined into
one union and the CIO is squeezed
out.
The job of combining the 17 unions
on the west coast into one large
union was begun about a year ago
when the NFTW assigned J. J.
Schacht, Special Organizer, to the
work. The 17 unions deal with one
employer, the Pacific Telephone &
Telegraph Company, Bell operating
unit in the territory.
'Leaders of
most of the unions involved are
agreed that the combined union proposed will be more effectively able
to represent the thousands of workers employed by the company than
can the present unions.
3

Telephone Commission Hears
Dispute Cases

Chicago

Illinois
Accounting,
Traffic
Plant, and Southwestern Union
Cases Considered by WLB Agency

HEARINGS on a number of central
Region dispute cases were held by
the National Telephone Commission
last month in Cleveland and Chicago.
After hearing cases involving Ohio
telephone workers in Cleveland during the week of August 6, the Commission moved to Chicago where,
during the follow·ing week, they
heard four other cases. The unions
involved in these were the Southwestern Telephone Workers Union,
the Illinois Union of Telephone
Workers, the Illinois Telephone Traffic Union, and the Federation of
Telephone Clerks of Illinois.

SOUTHWESTERN
The Southwestern case heard by
the Commission involved 34 traffic

JOHN J. MORAN
Labor ,Uember, Telephone Commission
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operators employed by the Capital
City Telephone Company, Jefferson
City, Missouri, an Independent company under contract with the Southwestern union. The company furnishes only local service, toll calls
being handled by Southwestern Bell,
whose operators are also represented
by the Southwestern union, and who
work in the same operating room
with the girls employed by the Capital City company.
Present rates for the operators employed by the Independent
range
from a starting rate of $16 a week
to a top of $24 after ten years. The
union has demanded a $6 a week increase, across the board, to bring the
starting rate to S22 and the top rate
to $30. A reduction in schedules from
ten to seven years has also been demanded.
The new wage rates demanded by
the union would bring Capital City
workers to the same rate as Bell
workers in the same town.

ILLINOIS PLANT
This case involves a union demand
for time-and-one-half
pay after 40
hours for the company's Plant Engineering group, represented by the
Illinois Union of Telephone Workers,
unaffiliated.
The group consists of 131 senior
plant engineers, plant engineers, assistant engineers, and right-of-way
agents. The company maintains that
these workers are "administrative"
employees under the provisions of
the Wages and Hours Act, and are
therefore not entitled to overtime
pay. The correctness of the company's position in this respect has

never been tested before the Wages
and Hours Administrator.
The contract between the union
and the company specifies that they
are to be given time off, hour for
hour, for overtime worked. This arrangement was satisfactory to the
workers so long as little overtime
was worked, a condition which prevailed before they went on a six day
week last February. It was impractical after that.
The company offered the union a
proposal for placing these workers
on a "long-tour rate" under which
they would be given an additional
20 per cent of their wages while they
were on the extended work week,
"not to exceed $80 a month." This
proposal was rejected by the union

WILLIAM M. DUNN
Labor Member, Telepho11e Commission
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and time-and-one-half
manded.

pay was de-

ILLINOIS TRAFFIC

This case involves 6,600 workers in
suburban and downstate traffic in
Illinois and 1,800 in the company's
toll office in Chicago. The workers
are represented by the- Illinois Telephone Traffic Union.
The union has demanded a $6.00 a
week wage increase, across-theboard; shortening of schedules to
five years for most groups, and three
years for certain operating classifications; shortened night tours; and
elimination of distinction between
"overtime"
and
"non-overtime"
workers. Double time for second and
consecutive Sundays, in a month,
for those workers not now covered,
has also been demanded.
ILLINOIS ACCOUNTING

This case involves 1,841 clerical
workers in Chicago and 159 in
Springfield.
The union has demanded increases
of $6.00 a week across-the-board
for
its Chicago members and $8.00 for its
Springfield members, and shortening
of schedules from eight to six years.
Maintenance - of - membership
and
Saturday premium pay has been demanded. Equal pay for equal work
has been demanded by the union,
with consolidation of wage guides to
eliminate differentials behveen men
and women.
An arbitration clause and jurisdiction over work were also contained
in the unions demand$'.

Northwestern Foremen
Plan to Form Union

As

IN OTHER industries, supervisors in most Bell system companies
are beginning to move toward establishing unions to solve their collective bargaining problems.
As an example of this trend, foremen and supervisors working for
Northwestern Bell have asked officers of the Northwestern Union of
Telephone Workers for assistance in
the formation of a supervisors union.
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Social Security Act's Tenth
Birthday Celebrated Last Month
Over Two Billion Dollars Paid
Out in Benefits Since 1935
THE FEDERAL Social Security Act
was ten years old last month. On
August 14, 1935, the President's signature made a law of the bill, which
had been passed by both houses of
Congress by an overwhelming vote,
to mitigate the terror of economic
insecurity.
The act strikes at economic insecurity through three major programs:
unemployment
insurance,
providing a weekly income for workers and their families when through
no fault of their own they lose their
jobs or are laid off; old age and survivors insurance, providing monthly
benefits for the workers and their
families when at 65 or later the wage
earners retires, or whenever he dies;
public assistance for the needyaged, blind, or dependent children.
The act also safeguards
child
health and welfare by specified
grants to states to extend and improve services promoting the health
of mothers and children, provide care
for crippled children, and for the
protection and care for dependent
and neglected children.
The total benefits paid out in unemployment insurance from the beginning of the program to the end
of 1944 was well above $2,000,000,000.
More than $21,000,000 is being paid
out each month in old-age and survivors insurance. In addition $105,729,000 has been paid out in lump
sum benefits. Besides these two insurance programs, the public assistance system provides monthly payments to more than 2,000,000 needy
aged persons and more than 640,000
dependent children. Assistance is also provided to more than 7000 needy
blind persons.
When a worker reaches 65 he is
advised to get in touch with the lo-

cal office of the Social Security
Board and inquire about his benefits.
When a worker dies it is urged that
his family or a friend get in touch
with the nearest office of the board,
to inquire what insurance benefits
there are for the family.
Benefits for widows and children
can be paid retroactively for only
three months after a claim is filed.
The delay may cost the family benefits. Workers are urged to make it
a point to tell their families about
their social security benefits, to show
their families their social security
card, and tell them where they keep
it.

Covernment Studies
Annual Wage Plan
THE GUARANTEED annual wage,
major goal of organized labor, moved
one step closer to reality last month
when two prominent
arbitrators
were appointed to make a thorough
government study of the subject.
Arthur S. Meyer, Chairman of the
New York State Mediation Board,
and Murray W. Latimer, Chairman
of the Railway Retirement Board,
have been appointed as co-directors
of the survey, which is being made
under the supervision of the War
Mobilization Advisory Board.
It was announced that the two codirectors will pursue separate paths
in their inquiries. Meyer will call
conferences of labor and management in various industries to get
their testimony on the problem. Latimer will set up a research staff to
look into the statistical possibilities
of guaranteeing annual wages.
5
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NFTW Central Region Educational
Conference Meets at Lake Forest
By Ruth Wiencek; NFTW
Education Director

THE ENTIRE broad field of union
education was covered by delegates
representing eight central-southern
unions at the second Central Region
NFTW Educational Conference held
July 21 and 22 at Lake Forest College, Lake Forest, Illinois.
NFTW unions represented at the
conference were the Ohio Federation, Northwestern Union of Telephone Workers, Southwestern Union
of Telephone Workers, Association
of Communication Equipment Workers (Western Electric Installers), Illinois Telephone Traffic Union, Chicago Telephone Traffic Union, Michigan Telephone Employees Federation, and the Indiana Telephone
Workers Union.
Resource people who assisted in
the conference came from universities, government
agencies, social
service agencies, and from AFL and
CIO unions. Leading in the group
discussions, they gave the delegates
the benefit of their knowledge gained
through years of practical work in
the labor and social service field.
Subjects discussed included Organized Labor's Responsibility
in
Building a Democratic Society, Organizing Workers in the Telephone
Industry-a
Post War Challenge,
How to Set Up a Union-Wide Education Program, The Place of the Labor
Movement in the Community, and
How to Strengthen Collective Bargaining Procedure.

Like last year's conference, this
meeting placed emphasis on the
problems of the white collar worker
and the worker with a "white collar"
outlook. For this reason discussions
were of the down-to-earth, practical
variety, intended to assist the dele6

gates to reach a clearer understanding of the problems faced in their
local unions and the best way to master those problems.
Considering organizing problems
in the telephone industry, the delegates discussed ways to adapt an organizing drive to the needs of the
various departments, overcoming resistance to unionization,
meeting
psychological obstacles, planning the
organizing drive, and adjustment of
organizational approach to different
conditions.
At the outset the delegates agreed
that a successful organizing drive
was possible only if those in charge
of the drive prepared the way carefully, analyzed all factors involved
and followed through with a militant,
aggressive program.
Adapting a program to the special
needs of the department or group
being organized was listed as one of
the important points to be considered. Ways of overcoming resistance to unionization were discussed
and it was emphasized that such resistance came, not only from employers, but often from the employees themselves.
Attention was given to methods of
overcoming psychological obstacles.
These were listed as: white collar
attitudes, paternal solicitude of management, company indoctrination,
fear of the boss, and lack of understanding of the union's purpose.
The mechanics of conducting an
organizing drive were considered.
Making preliminary contacts, planning organizational
meetings and
what to discuss at them, and the development and distribution of material such as handbills and leaflets

were discussed in detail by the delegates.
It was agreed that an orgamzmg
drive must be adjusted to the particular set of circumstances
which
exists among the group of workers
being organized. Different methods
of approach and different material
must be used where the group is
totally unorganized, where a previous drive has been unsuccessful or
where affiliation of an already organized group is being sought.
As a practical project the group
developed a set of suggestions for
use in the Mountain States organizing drive then going on. These suggestions were forwarded to Mrs.
Anne C. Benscoter and Mrs. Nancy
Franks, at that time in Mountain
States territory, helping out in the
organizing of the Traffic group.
Under the leadership of Harold
Gibbons, St. Louis, a representative
of the United Retail and Wholesale
Workers (CIO), the delegates gave
consideration to the steps necessary
in setting up a Union-Wide Education Program.
The discussion covered:
1. Purpose of union education.
2. Background of union education.
3. Planning the program.
4. Promoting the program.
5. Preparation of material.
6. Distribution of material.
7. Adjustment of program to different groups of workers.
8. Use of community resources.
9. Overcoming obstacles.
The consensus of the discussion of
these topics was collected and copies
furnished to the delegates for their
future use in the local unions.
Steps to be taken in strengthening collective bargaining procedures
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were considered by the delegates. It
was agreed that those in charge of
collective bargaining must have a
thorough knowledge of the industry,
must understand the economic and
social factors in the community, must
understand
the labor movement,
must know the problems of the
workers, and must be familiar with
government regulations.
It was agreed that well trained
bargaining
committees,
grievance
committees, and stewards are essential if the union is to properly serve
its members.
The group also considered the
function of collective bargaining in
its relation to the future of telephone
workers and the labor movement of
which it is a part.
Arthur Carstens, labor consultant
for the Industrial Relations Center,
University of Chicago, discussed with
the group the Place of the Labor
Movement in the Community. He
discussed the relationship between
labor unions and other community
groups like churches, civic bodies,
etc., and methods of coordinating the
activities of these various organizations.

Education Meeting to
Be Held in Washington

THENFTW Eastern Region Education Conference, being held September 21, 22 and 23 at the Hotel Statler
in Washington, D. C., will be conducted much like the Central Educational Conference held last July at
Lake Forest, Illinois.
As this issue went to press registration for the Conference was still
going on. Indications were that most
Eastern Region affiliates would be
represented.
Like the Central Region meeting,
the program will be built around
suggestions made at the Education
Conference at the Eleventh Assembly in Chicago. Resource people
drawn from labor unions, government and social service agencies will
lead the sessions, following a program selected by, and under the supervision of Ruth W iencek, NFTW
Education Director.
September,
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Elections in Creat Britain
Cive Co-Sign to So'"cialism
GREAT BRITAIN'S experiment in
a grndual evolution toward Socialism
will be watched carefully by American labor because of the things which
can be learned through observation
and because the experiment is going
on with a labor government in power
for the first time in Great Britain's
history.
Riding into power on a program
of Socialism at home, with a better
living for the common man, the Labor Party had a 3-to-2-majority over
all other parties and better than a
2-to-1 lead over the Conservatives.
The Labor Party thus has full policymaking powers.
Clement R. Attlee, now Prime
Minister, mild mannered and soft
spoken, has been fighting for socialism for 26 years. The program that
he and his party have outlined calls
for ultimate nationalization of a good
part of the British economic life.
At the center of the socialist New
Deal promised for Britain will be
government control of credit and investment.
The Bank of England,
whose policies have heretofore been
framed by men with the viewpoint of
private business, is to be nationalized. It is now to be run by socialists,
who have said that "money must be
the servant, not the master, of the
community."
Insurance companies would be nationalized or controlled.
Investment in general would be
directed by the government on the
basis of public need, rather than on
private profit.
The use to which land is put will
be placed under Government control,
if the Labor government does all it
now plans. Eventually all land may
be publicly owned. Estates will be
broken up if necessary to keep good
land from lying idle,
Location of new industries will require Government approval.
Basic industries will be taken over
by the Government, the former own-

ers to be compensated. Coal mines
will probably be first on the list, with
transportation next. Electric power
and the iron and steel industry would
follow shortly after. Radio broadcasting and the telephone industry in
Great Britain are already government-owned.
In all these industries, the Labor
Government has promised to avoid
"civil service" management, and to
set up instead an "appropriate organization designed to give scope for
enterprise and good management,"
with skilled and competent personnel.
This British move to the left, plus
the establishment of economies having a large measure of control in
other countries, raises the question
whether America can long remain
as an island of "free enterprise" in a
socialist world.

Workers Urged to
Fill Coal Bins Now
BITUMINOUS stockpiles on June 1
were only 215,000 tons above the
lowest point since 1941, Solid Fuels
Administrator Harold L. Ickes said.
Stocks of soft coal in the hands of
industrial consumers and retail dealers on June 1 totaled an estimated
44,008,000 tons, Ickes said, or a 30day supply at the May consumption
rate. A month previously stocks
were estimated at 43,793,000 tons.
With low stockpiles and a threatening 25,000,000-ton gap between
soft coal requirements and production, it is imperative that both domestic and industrial consumers accept every possible opportunity to
build their stocks while coal is available during the warm months, the
Administrator said. In many sections
alternative
grade coals are now
available and should be utilized.
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EDITOHIALS
Reconversion's Task
Jobs at Cood Wages
Returning Congress Faces Problem
of Maintaining Full Employment

WITH THE war at an end, the Nation has begun the
lung, hard job of reconversion from a wartime to a
peacetime economy.
Even before the last shot had been fired about two
million workers were unemployed.
That number is
expected to grow until, by next spring, it is estimated
that eleven million men and women will be looking for
new jobs. Providing those jobs will be the Number 1
effort of the country for some time to come.
It is not expected that the direct impact of the end
of the war will be as serious in the telephone industry
as in some others, but even so, there will be an important effect if dislocation becomes serious enough,
or prolonged enough, to cause a drop in use of the
telephone for business and residential purposes. The
health of the telephone business cannot be separated
from the general economic health of the Nation. One
cannot prosper without the other.
American corporations have been well taken care
of. They face reconversion with enormous stocks of
surplus capital. The Securities and Exchange Commission reports that the 1,290 corporations listed on the
national stock exchange have 63 percent more working
capital than in 1939, surpluses having grown from 12½
billion dollars to 20¼ billion dollars by the end of 1944.
High living costs and the government's policy of holdmg wages down during the war have prevented workers
from being in as favorable a position. According to
figures recently published by the CIO, if labor were in
the same financial position as industry in facing reconversion, each worker should have $7,200 in savings,
get $1,200 in excess profits tax refunds, and have
$9,600 to draw on in case he operates at a loss.
Rare, indeed, is the worker who is in such a favorable financial position.
Most workers face reconversion in a much different
situation from this. War bond purchases and other savings mean that most of them have small backlogs of
savings, but nothing like enough to carry them over a
prolonged period of unemployment.
To many millions of other workers who have not
been thrown out of employment, the situation is almost

as serious as if they had been. Take-home pay has
been sharply cut by reduction or elimination of overtime. Many workers have lost their relatively wellpaid jobs in war industries because of cutbacks, and
the only new jobs available to them offer much lower
wages.
The failure of the government to act promptly in
providing adequate unemployment
compensation has
complicated the situation still further.
In addition, about half of the American workers,
even in the midst of war prosperity, were earning less
than 65 cents an hour.
Measures are being considered in Washington to
counteract the trend toward unemployment
and reduced earnings, lowered buying power and drying up
of demand for consumer goods. Significantly, though,
most of the talk comes from people in the executive
branch of the government, less from the legislative.
Congress avoided badly-needed
action before it recessed. Now that both Houses have been called back
early, it is expected that some action will be forthcoming soon.
But Congress's record in the past in coping with
large problems does not inspire confidence that adequate solutions will be forthcoming now.
Action on increased unemployment compensation, revision of the little steel formula, and adequate minimum
wage laws should have been taken long ago, but wasn't.
Organized labor is on record in favor of a substantial
increase in minimum wages. The Pepper-Hook proposal
in Congress advocates an amendment to the Wages and
Hours Act, providing a 65 cents minimum wage now
and a minimum wage of 75 cents an hour in three
years. The Senate Committee on substandard wages
has reported that the 65 cent minimum would add
$761,000,000 to the Nation's wages, about three per cent
of 1944 profits, an amount easily absorbed without any
sizeable price increases.
It is such proposals as this which must be acted upon
if America is to come through the reconversion period
without a serious dislocation in the country's economy.
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Cradual Relaxation

of Wage Controls

Seen as Covernment

Takes Action

Problems Co Into Reverse With War's End

WITH THE war ended, and shortened

work-weeks,
downgrading and layoffs assuming more and more
importance, government
representatives
will find it
increasing difficult to put off a solution to the problem
of maintaining wage levels high enough to hold up
living standards.
So long as workers were on an extended workweek and putting in considerable overtime, the fact
that wages simply had not kept step with prices was
partly concealed. So long as workers could partially
make up for the discrepancy between hourly rates and
living costs by working long hours, it was easier for
government and business to defeat attempts of organized labor to bring prices and wages in line with each
other.
But now with the cancellation of government contracts, workers are facing real hardships. Many billions
of dollars in war orders have been cancelled, and industry will not be able to take up the slack for a long
time to come. Millions of workers are unemployed and
many more will be out of jobs before long.
Faced with this situation, wage control problems go
into reverse. The problem becomes one of holding
earnings up instead of down, of raising hourly rates
to offset reduction in income as a result of shortening
the work-week and dov.'llgrading jobs.
There is some indication in Washington that government officials have at last become concerned with conditions. Public members of the NWLB have joined
with labor members in recommending a partial loosening of the wage straitjacket.
A committee has been
appointed to study the guaranteed annual wage. A
number of Congressmen have signed a petition to
President Truman asking that the Little Steel Formula
be lifted.
The exact manner in which wage increases would be
handled is not yet known. The program of the public
members of the WLB would meet some but not all of
the problems. Chief item in that program is the proposal that voluntary agreements between unions and
employers for wage increases, even though in excess
of the Little Steel Formula, would become automatically
effective, so long as they do not form the basis of a
demand by the employer for a price increase. Such
increases now are handled on a Form 10 basis and are
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allowed only within wage stabilization limits. President Truman gave his approval to this proposal last
month.
Organized labor has for a long time been pushing
for this proposal. In effect, it would take a lot of wage
negotiations out of the realm of government control,
and back where it belongs. Of course, it is easy to see
the joker in this proposal. It would be easy for an
employer to throw bargaining into a dispute case or
to claim that a wage increase demand would require
a price increase.
Such a move would nullify the effectiveness of the
measure, and additional authority would have to be
given to the War Labor Board to settle dispute cases
where increases demanded were beyond amounts allowable under present wage stabilization regulations.
Public members of the board have also proposed
that the board's power to make adjustments to correct
inequities be relaxed by executive order. The program
would also include authority to ease up on the local
wage bracket system under which workers in many
communities have had their wages frozen at pay scales
even below the Little Steel level.
Under the overall program, the Little Steel Formula
would be retained for dispute cases, but union leaders
feel that the modifications proposed would eventually
force the Little Steel ceiling into the discard.
This tentative program was presented to the WLB
last month "for discussion purposes only." Industry
members opposed any revision whatsoever in wage
controls until price controls are abandoned.
Labor members, on the other hand, felt that it was
a step in the right direction, even though it fell short
of what is needed. Labor's full program calls for drastic modification of the Little Steel Formula, as well as
other moves to maintain the full wartime "take-home"
pay of workers as hours are reduced.
The proposal was submitted to William H. Davis,
director of economic stabilization, who left on a vacation, taking the proposal with him.
Meanwhile the war ended, and now there is much
uncertainty regarding the whole subject of wage controls. It is not sure just how soon action can be expected, but it is a safe bet that some action will be
taken in not too long a time.
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Mountain States Federation Wins
NLRB Election in Colorado Traffic
Operators Vote 664 to 3 80 for NFTW Affiliate

0RGANIZING of the Traffic Department of the Mountain States Bell
Company took a long step forward
last month when two NLRB elections
were won by the Mountain State
Federation, NFTW affiliate in the
area.
The voting in Colorado took place
August 6, 7 and 8. It showed 664
votes for the Mountain States Union
and 380 for the Colorado Operators
Association, an unaffiliated organization claiming to represent the operators in the state. Results of the Utah
election, held earlier in the month,
was 286 votes for the Mountain
States Federation and 50 for the
Utah Traffic Association, the Independent operating in that state.
With Idaho operators already in
the Mountain States Union, this left
only New Mexico and Wyoming remaining unorganized. It is expected
that traffic workers in these two
states will soon join up with the
Mountain States Federation, thus
completing the organizing of the traffic department
of the Mountain
States company.
Organizing of this group of workers began over a year ago by the
Mountain States Federation, with
the assistance of the NFTW. Mrs.
Anne C. Benscoter, NFTW Executive Board Member, and Mrs. Nancy
Franks,
Southwestern
Telephone
Workers Union, helped the Mountain
States union launch the organizing
drive at that time. Mrs. Benscoter
and Mrs. Franks were also in Mountain States territory for the twoweek period which preceded the
Colorado NLRB election.
The two NFTW organizers report
that they found a great improvement

in the interest displayed by the girls
over what existed a year ago. The
influence of the Independent organization seemed to be less important
and the efforts of minor supervisory
people to p"l:omote the Independent
seemed to be of little influence. The
organizers point to the results of the
two elections to illustrate their point.
During the period preceding the
Colorado election, Mrs. Benscoter
and Mrs. Franks were active in the
territory, holding meetings and signing up members, and explaining the
benefits of affiliation with the Mountain States Federation.
Meetings
were held during mornings, afternoons and evenings at Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo and Greeley.
In addition, a number of person-toperson contacts were made.
With the winning of the election
assured, the two NFTW organizers
began the work of drawing up a contract to cover the workers. This was
done only after getting suggestions
from the girls as to what items they
wanted included in a contract.
While in Denver, Mrs. Benscoter
and Mrs. Franks visited the State
Capitol and contacted a representative of the Minimum Wage Division
of the state to check up on state wage
and hour laws as they applied to
women telephone workers.
They
found that telephone girls are not
even covered by the law, and that
the law itself has been on the statute
books in its present form since 1912.
This information has been placed on
file for future reference as a project
to bring the benefits of state minimum wage and maximum hour legislation to women telephone workers.
With the winning of the Colorado

and Utah elections, and with Idaho
already organized, the only remaining traffic groups are in New Mexico and Wyoming. When the organizing of these two states is completed
full union working conditions can be
brought to Mountain States Traffic
workers.

NFTW Affiliate Leads
In Point Breeze Voting

f

HE NFTW affiliated Telephone
Equipment Workers union led the
AFL and CIO in an NLRB election
held at the Western Electric Point
Breeze plant, Baltimore, Maryland,
on August 28.
Voting results were:
Votes
For the NFTW . ..............
1,491
For the CIO ..................
1,005
For the AFL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 663
For No Union................
63
Challenged . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
Voided . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
Total

....................

3,252

Since none of the unions had a
majority of the votes cast, a runoff
election between the NFTW and the
CIO will be necessary. The date for
that election has not yet been established.
Officers of the TEW credit much
of the success so far attained to the
help given by other NFTW affiliates
in the Baltimore area.
Winning of the runoff election by
the NFTW union is a safe prediction.
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The CIO Should Clean House
Left Wing Unions Bring Discredit to Labor Movement
THE CIO is composed of a number
of unions, some large, some small,
some militant and aggressive, some
weak and ineffective.
Emerging in 1935, the CIO has
many gains to its credit and, in general, its leaders can look back on the
past ten years with a considerable
amount of satisfaction. This is particularly true in the larger units of
the organization.
The larger units in the CIO
operate in the mass production industries such as steel, rubber and
automobile. These industries were
traditionally
unorganized and the
mighty AFL had ignored them for
years. As a result conditions in these
industries had become deplorable.
Low wages and long hours prevailed.
Workers were sweated and their jobs
were insecure and often subject to
the caprice of some minor boss.
For these reasons the CIO deserves a large amount of credit for
correcting these conditions, and the
phenomenal growth of some of the
larger CIO unions indicates that the
workers in these industries are satisfied that a good job is being done
for them.
But this excellent record is not
without its flaws, serious ones. From
the beginning, there has been an
extreme radical fringe in the CIO's
ranks, not interested in the American Labor Movement as such, but
primarily interested in using the
labor movement to further the political aims of the radicals.
When the political line of the "left
wingers" happened to coincide with
the workers' interests, they have
proved to be militant trade unionists,
working their heads off to win. But
when the workers' interests in some
manner interfered with the political
schemes of the radicals they have
been ruthless in stamping out opposition.
This use of the labor movement for
idealogical purposes has led the left-
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wingers to lie down with some
strange bedfellows. They have not
even hesitated to work with an employer in breaking a strike if they
thought that such a course would
serve their purposes. During the last
few years just this has happened
many times, and often to the embarrassment
of the better
CIO
leaders.
Most of the larger CIO units have
long recognized the seriousness of
this problem and have settled it by
getting rid of the more harmful of
the left-wingers, and bringing the
others in line. But in some of the
smaller CIO unions, such as the
American Communications Association, the left-wingers have become
too firmly entrenched or have seized
control outright. Thus the union becomes a political tool for its leaders
instead of an instrument for improving wages and working conditions. The organization still makes a
noise like a union but a cai·eful
examination of its record will show
that more attention has been paid
to political matters than to matters
which are closer to the struggle for
better wages and working conditions.
As an example of this ineffectiveness, the American Communications
Association makes ambitious claims
about the job they have done for the
few workers they represent in the
telephone industry. Yet the ACA
leaders cannot point to one single
gain in the telephone industry that
was not got for them by the NFTW
unions and was in effect somewhere
in the industry months before the
ACA got around to asking for it.
In sharp contrast to the splendid
organizing record of the CIO Auto
Workers, for example, the ACA has
never been able to get very far in
signing up members. Its membership at the present time is somewhere between five and ten thousand,
probably closer to the small figure.
This makes the total membership
of the ACA about as large as the

average local union in the NFTW.
At no time has the ACA ever had
more than a few hundred members
in the telephone industry, and there
is little likelihood that it ever will
have any more.
Its orgamzmg
strength in the telegraph industry
was so ineffective that the AFL Commercial Telegraphers Union, never
much of a union itself, was able to
lick the socks off the ACA in six out
of seven divisions of the Western
Union.
It is this union which is boasting
that the CIO has given it some $60.000 for organizing in the telephone
industry on the West Coast.
So far as we can see, this money
will have little effect. The ACA has
as much chance of taking over the
telephone industry as the Communist
Party has. Its main effect will be to
give the ACA a shot in the arm and
let it live a little longer.
But the CIO leaders who were
responsible for deciding on this
appropriation might be more discriminating in their selection of
recipients of their Santa Claus gifts.
By thi~ action they have incurred the
resentment of unionists in the NFTW
and have lent encouragement to the
left wing of the CIO.
This money, of course, belongs to
the CIO and it is their business what
is done with it. It does seem, though,
that it might better be used in some
industry where it would do some
good to the workers, rather than
contributing to the futile threshing
about of a union which never did
the cause of organized labor any
good.
It is this same radical wing of the
CIO which will, if it once gets the
upper hand, bring discredit, not only
to the CIO, but to the entire American Labor Movement.
The CIO should clean house in
those of its unions which have
demonstrated that their interests are
not first, last and all the time the
interests of the working man.
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U. S. Women's Bureau Praises
Organized

Labor For Taking

Atom Bomb Proiect
Made 179,000 Jobs

Stand on Equal Pay Principle

w

OMEN do the job but are they
paid rates based on the job? Not
often enough, says the Women's
Bureau of the U. S. Department of
Labor, in its new leaflet, "Rate for
the Job".
Substantiating
its statement that
women too frequently receive "female" rates instead of rates for the
job, the leaflet states that in 25
selected industries studied by the
Nation a 1 Industrial
Conference
Board it was revealed that men's
average hourly earnings in all occupations were 50 percent higher than
those of women and that in unskilled
occupations men's average hourly
earnings topped those of women by
20 percent.
Bright spot in the whole pay situa-

tion as it relates to the Nation's
18,000,000 women workers, however,
is the significant work being done by
organized labor to make the equalpay principle effective, according to
the publication. Concerning this, it
says: "All international unions surveyed by the Women's Bureau subscribe to the policy of rate for the
job, and during the war period have
given increasing attention to implementing this policy."
Of 80 union contracts covering
75,000 women workers,
one-half
were found to have provided for
equal pay in the contracts, one-half
called for the same automatic progression for men and women, and
one-third stipulated that the entrance rate for men and women
should should be the same.

BLS Report Shows Strike-Loss
Time Is More Than Made Up

p

RELIMINARY
estimates
show
that strikes and lockouts beginning
in June 1945 numbered 485, involving 292,000 workers and causing
1,725,000 man-days of idleness,-0.23
percent of available working time,
the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the
Department of Labor reports. This
compares with 425 strikes starting in
May, involving 310,000 workers, and
causing a loss of 0.26 percent of the
available working time.
Idleness due to strikes and lockouts in the first six months of 1945
involved 0.15 percent of available
working time, BLS reports. There
were 2,300 work stoppages, involving
1,250,000 workers, and causing 6,580,12

000 man-days of idleness. Not all
this time was lost, however, BLS
mys, as much of it was made up
through overtime work and work on
holidays.
BLS estimates that workers in the
munitions industry alone, by remaining on the job on New Year's Day,
Washington's
Birthday,
Memorial
Day, and the Fourth of July, put in
more than five times as many mandays of work as were lost through
strikes and lockouts during the first
six months of the year. In fact, BLS
continues, the time put in by munitions workers on these four holidays
quantitatively exceeded the idleness
during all strikes and lockouts from
Pearl Harbor to June 30, 1945.

MORE THAN 179,000 workers were
recruited by WMC from practically
every state for the super-secret
atomic bomb project revealed by
President Truman, WMC announced.
Because of the extreme secrecy,
WMC officials said, the recruiting
job was one of the most difficult undertaken by WMC.
Unlike most such programs, which
originate on the local level and are
routed through state and regional
offices to Washington, the request for
workers for the super-bomb project
was placed directly before WMC by
the Army in Washington. Workers
recruited for the project were unaware of the nature of the job even
after they had been employed some
months, and USES officials recruiting
workers were told merely to refer
them to "a highly secret project."
Of the 179,000 workers recruited
approximately
80,000 were for th~
Hanford project, approximately 90,000 for the Clinton project and approximately 9,000 for all the other
parts of the Manhattan District activity, as it was referred to by the
Army.

Doctors Form Union

On The West Coast
FORTY physicians and surgeons on
the staff of the Southern Pacific
Railroad Co. hospital in San Francisco have formed a union "to provide a collective bargaining agency
under the provisions of the Wagner
Act."
The union is the result of three
years' consideration by the hospital
medical staff. "Its purpose is to represent doctors in matters of wages
and hours, if, as, and when necessary," a spokesman said.
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Sherman Anti-Trust
Law Is Clarified

Cut In Cuaranteed
Work Week Refused

Service Women Have
Reemployment Rights

EXTENT to which unions can
be held to account under anti-trust
laws has been further clarified by
two recent decisions. of the U. S.
Supreme Court. '1'he Court now
holds:
An employer who is driven out of
business by a union's refusal to deal
with him may expect no relief under
the anti-trust Sherman Act. A decision of the Court holds that a local
of the AFL Teamsters' Union, in refusing to sign a contract with a transport company, was refusing to sell
its labor, and that this is not in
violation of the Sherman Act.
The Court also holds that unions
which engage in activities with employers to restrain trade or competition may be enjoined under the
Sherman Act. In the case considered
by the Court, the union had entered
into agreements
with employers
under which the employers agreed
to buy only from plants having
closed-shop contracts, and the manufacturers agreed not to sell to local
contractors who did not have such
contracts.

THE WAR LABOR BOARD has refused to permit a reduction in a 48hour guaranteed work week which
calls for time and one-half pay after
40 hours and which was negotiated
by a company and a union in 1942.
The decision came in the case of the
Phillips Petroleum Co., Kansas City,
Kas., which argued that production
cutbacks, re-employment of veterans
and competitive disadvantages made
the reduced guarantee desirable. The
company sought to return to a 40hour guarantee, in effect from 1937
to 1942.

SERVICE WOMEN honorably discharged from the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard are entitled to re-employment in their former positions, if they meet the requirements and desire such re-employment, officials of the Selective
Service System said.

THE

Congressmen Ask for
Little Steel Revision
LIFTING the lid on the little steel
formula has been asked in a petition
to President Truman sponsored by
Rep. Holifield (D. Cal.) and signed
by nearly 80 Congressmen.
The petition requests that wages
be permitted to rise at least 20 percent more than the 15 percent now
allowed.
In a statement announcing the
petition, Rep. Holifield said:
"All the evidence ....
points to
economic troubles right ahead unless
the present national wage policy is
revised to permit an increase of at
least 20 percent in the basic pay rate
in order to keep up mass purchasing
power and avoid sowing the seeds of
a disastrous depression in the immediate future."

September, 1945

Backing up an earlier decision of
the Seventh Regional WLB at Kansas City, Mo., the national board
ruled that the board was concerned
only with contract clauses governing
wartime conditions and could not
grant clauses to meet conditions
which might arise after the war. The
order affects 550 employees represented by the Oil Workers International Union, CIO.

Copies of Contract
Must Co to All New
Workers, Rules NWLB

A

RECENT directive of the National
War Labor Board contains several
items which indicate a trend in
labor-management
relations toward
greater recognition of the union as
an agent of the workers covered by
the contract.
The directive provides that the
company will have copies of the contract prepared and distributed to all
employees at company expense. It
provides that distribution of the contract is to be accompanied by the
following notice:
"Your attention is called to the
fact that the (name of company) has
a labor agreement with the (name

"The Service Extension Act of 1941
extended the mandatory re-employment rights of the Selective Training
and Service Act of 1940, as amended,
to all persons who have served in the
land or naval forces since May 1.
1940," a Selective Service statement
said.
Officers at National Selective Service Headquarters
pointed out that
every local Selective Service Board
is equipped to handle re-employment
cases of service women, as well as to
assist in solution of new employment
problems. A re-employment committeeman is attached to each local
Board, and it is his responsibility to
confer with all discharged men and
women on their vocational problems
and post-war plans, officials said.

Military demand for all types of
gasoline has increased 433 percent
from the 6,300,000 gallons per day
needed in 1941 to more than 33,600,000 gallons per day needed in 1944,
according to the Petroleum Administration for War. During that period
the gasoline available for civilian
passenger cars fell to 36 percent of
the quantity available in 1941.

of union). You are advised that your
becoming a member of the union will
not interfere in any with your employment or retard your advancement. The Management
requests
that you examine the copy of the
agreement handed you herewith. For
further information you are referred
to the Union Steward in your Department."
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A..-ound Th~ Ci.-cuit With
Michigan
WITH WAGE.increase demands of
from $4.50 to $6.50 per week and
other contract items still in dispute
the current bargaining case of the
Northwestern
Telephone Workers
Union has gone through conciliation
and is now awaiting action by the
National Telephone Commission.
The union has been bargaining
with Northwestern Bell on this contract since last • March, when the
former contract expired. The nearest thing they were able to get in
the way of a wage offer from the
company was $1.50 per week for
Plant and $2.00 for Traffic. The company refused to budge on town
reclassification, and agreement could
not even be reached on an effective
date for the contract.
The case was heard by the U. S.
Conciliation Service in July, both
the union and the company holding
to their original positions. As a result, the case has been certified to
the National Telephone Commission.

California
CoMMERCIAL and business office
workers employed in the Northern
California and Nevada area of Pacific
Bell voted recently to be represented
by the United Brotherhood of Telephone Workers (Northern California) in an NLRB conducted election.
The UBTW has been trying to
organize this group of workers since
1942.
This union is one of the 17 organizations on the west coast which will
be combined into one large West
Coast Union if and when the work
of consolidation now going
on
reaches a successful conclusion.
14
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RATES established
by the National Telephone Commission for Michigan Traffic, acting on
a dispute case presented by the
Michigan Telephone Employees Federation, bring starting rates up to
$20 to $26 and miximum rates to $30
to $38. Increases are retroactive to
December 16, 1944.
Schedules established in the Commission's directive are in no case
longer than eight years.

~FTW H~adquartt)n

. . .

THE NFTW Building Committee,
established as a result of recommendations of the Constitutional Committee at the last Assembly meeting, has been formed.
Members of the Committee are:
Mary E. Gannon (Washington), Carl
D. Schultz (Washington), James G.
Bechtel (Baltimore), William Leary
(Pennsylvania)
and Frederick G.
Pfeifer (Washington).

W a.- Labo.- Eoa.-d . . .

I

HE NWLB has ruled that the War
Labor Disputes Act of Congress is
superior to any conflicting state action, whether that action is embodied
in the state's constitution or in state
law. The order upheld three orders
of the regional board directing standard maintenance-of-membership
in
two cases and continuation of a union
closed shop in the other

Th~ Unions

SoulhWt)SlEIU . . .

THELAST major independent company in Texas has been organized
by the Texas Plant Area of the
Southwestern
Telephone Workers
Union. It is the San Angelo Telephone Company, with about 100 employees.
An NLRB election gave the union
70 out of the 89 votes cast. The
union is now bargaining on a contract to cover the workers involved.
~t)W CIO Uniion . . .
FORMATION of a new CIO affiliate,
the Utility Workers Union of America, was announced by CIO President
Philip Murray last month.
The new union is a combination
of the former CIO Utility Workers
Organizing Committee, the Brotherhood of Consolidated Edison Employees of New York City and other
former affiliates of the independent
Utility Workers Union throughout
the Nation.
The CIO charter to the new union
was granted following the winning
of an NLRB election among the
workers at Consolidated Electric in
New York. The Consolidated workers, formerly AFL, had gone back
to an Independent status in 1940.
The Utility Workers Organizing
Committee, forerunner of the new
union, had made several unsuccessful attempts to raid NFTW unions in
various parts of the country.

J>ennsrh,ania

. . .

A

$1 A WEEK increase has been
approved by the National Telephone
Commission for some 700 female
clerical and building service workers
in the Plant Department of Pennsy 1vania Bell. The women are represented by the Federation of Telephone Workers of Pennsylvania.
The Telephone Worker

Wiscoauin

. . .

ORGANIZING of the traffic department of Wisconsin Bell by the Telephone Guild of Wisconsin has
reached the point where the NLRB,
in response to a Guild petition, has
held hearings and is now considering
an appropriate barg'aining unit in
Traffic, after which an election will
be held.
The operators are now covered by
a contract with the Independent
Union of Traffic Operators, an unaffiliated organization.
There are
4,710 workers in the unit. For four
years the Guild has tried to work out
a cooperative program of consolidation with the Independent union but
found its officers unwilling to cooperate. The traffic union has an
inadequate dues structure and many
of the workers represented by it
have tried for a long time to get the
Guild to organize the group.
The Guild offered membership to
traffic workers about a year ago and,
since then, has signed up over half
of the eligible workers.
Last May the Guild petitioned the
NLRB for an election. Conferences
were held, at which the Independent
union objected to an election. The
NLRB has now overridden these objections and has ordered an election.
The AFL, which holds contracts for
the operators in two of the company's
exchanges, Superior and Janesville,
wants to continue to represent these
workers, about 60 in number. When
the election is held, it will determine
whether or not they do.
The Guild, which originally represented only Plant workers in Wisconsin Bell, has also done a good job
in the Independent company field in
the state. The union holds a total
of seven contracts with Independent
companies. Three of these were recently renewed, ,vith substantial
wage increases for the workers involved.
Among its recently negotiated new
contracts is one covering the workers employed by the Wood County
Telephone Company, about 60 in
number. These workers had been
members of the AFL but had revolted and joined the NFTW affiliate.
September,
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W ESIEm EIEcll"ic . . .
HEARINGS before the NLRB Trial
Examiner
on the CIO inspired
charges of company domination and
control of the Western Electric Employees Association at the Kearny
plant have at last come to an end.
Briefs have been filed and oral
arguments heard. The next step is
the Examiner's report to the NLRB,
who mll pass on the issues and decide the case.
This is the longest NLRB case ever
tried in the Bell System, and one of
the longest in the history of the
Board. About 14,000 pages of testimony and more than 700 exhibits
detailing the history and activities
of both the Kearny union and the
NFTW have been submitted. These
will have to be digested, briefed and
decided by the Board.
The case is regarded as one whose
outcome may have an important
effect on the NFTW and its affiliates.
While the charges were nominally
leveled at the company, the objective
of the CIO is to wreck the NFTW
affiliate to clear the way for its own
organizing work at the plant.
Throughout the eight months of
hearings, the NFTW has taken the
position that workers belonging to
NFTW unions have the same right
to self-organization as workers belonging to AFL and CIO unions, and
that this right includes the free
choice of the labor union and the
type of labor union which they want
to represent them.
It is not expected that the National
Labor Relations Board will hand
down a decision much before the
end of the year.

Indiana

A

J>lant . . .

50% concession on local telephone
service for its members in Independent Company territory has been
negotiated with Indiana Bell by the
Indiana Telephone Workers Union.
The proposal has gone to the National Telephone Commission for approval.

JF

THE expressions of the delegates
to the 11th National Assembly may
be assumed to be expressions of fact
rather than fancy, there is general
agreement that there is a need for
one union in the telephone labor
movement with chartered
locals,
branches, chapters or whatever you
may care to call them.
The suggestion of one of the delegates from the Midwest, namely, the
stipulation to agree to a modification
of the autonomy clause after the
change is made seems to make sense
and let us hope that the Constitutional Committee gives it real consideration.
After observing the efforts of union
representatives to discuss with the
labor members of the Telephone
Commission of the NWLB their respective problems and questioning
the labor members myself I am inclined to wonder how these gentlement perform as well as they do. It
seems that there is always some one
to see them in an effort to expedite
his case.
The sentiments which cause these
efforts to be made are laudable, but
the Commissioners, too, should be
allowed to have some free time.
The plan to distribute the Telephone Worker to all members of the
NFTW is one of the most progressive
steps ever taken by the Federation
and should serve to make the membership of the various affiliates more
conscious of the work of the NFTW.
The recent introduction of the
Ball-Burton-Hatch
Bill should serve
to awaken those of us who may believe that business is trying to go
along with labor. If ever there was
a management sponsored bit of proposed labor legislation this is it, they
did not miss a thing. They took exceptional care of the employees of
public utilities, denying to them the
right to strike. There is no reason
to suppose that this bill will be
passed at this time but it only serves
to show you what to expect in the
future. We should contact our Congressmen and Senators to advise
them of our position on this proposed
legislation.
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THIS IS YOUR
UNION
Do's ANDDon'ts THAT
win HELP

HERE
ARE
soME

TOMAKE
YOUA BETTER
MEMBER
oc:10,c::==zoc:10,c::==zoc:10

Do
READ all union
Keep informed.

bulletin

Don't
board

notices.

ATTEND
meetings when called.
Watch
bulletin board for special meetings and
Union functions.
DO a fair day's work
day's pay.
WHEN
your
well
must

and expect

a fair

you move, turn in new address to
Union representative or steward as
as the Company. The Union, too,
keep records up to date.

BE an active member-not
rier. It pays dividends.

just a card car-

DON'T be just a griper. Give constructive
criticism.
Do your talking where it will
do the most good at a union meeting.
Or, see your Union representative
or
steward.
DON'T put the Union on the spot by breaking Company
rules, being a chronic
absentee, or a tardy "Joe or Jane" and
expect the Union to support you.
DON'T hesitate to refer any unsatisfactory
working conditions to your union steward
or representative
no matter whose toes
you may step on. That's the only way
undesirable working conditions can be
eliminated.
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